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Abstract
High-order finite element methods harbor the potential to deliver improved accuracy per
degree of freedom versus low-order methods. Their success, however, hinges upon the use of a
curvilinear mesh of not only sufficiently high accuracy but also sufficiently high quality. In this
paper, theoretical results are presented quantifying the impact of mesh parameterization on the
accuracy of a high-order finite element approximation, and a formal definition of shape regularity
is introduced for curvilinear meshes based on these results. This formal definition of shape
regularity in turn inspires a new set of quality metrics for curvilinear finite elements. Computable
bounds are established for these quality metrics using the Bernstein-Be´zier form, and a new
curvilinear mesh optimization procedure is proposed based on these bounds. Numerical results
confirming the importance of shape regularity in the context of high-order finite element methods
are presented, and numerical results demonstrating the promise of the proposed curvilinear
mesh optimization procedure are also provided. The theoretical results in this paper apply
to any piecewise-polynomial or piecewise-rational finite element method posed on a mesh of
polynomial or rational mapped simplices and hypercubes. As such, they apply not only to
classical continuous Galerkin finite element methods but also to discontinuous Galerkin finite
element methods and even isogeometric methods based on NURBS, T-splines, or hierarchical
B-splines.
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1 Introduction
High-order finite element methods have risen in popularity in recent years due to their potential
to deliver improved accuracy per degree of freedom versus classical low-order methods. However,
in order to deliver optimal convergence rates, high-order finite element methods must be posed
on suitable curvilinear meshes of sufficiently high accuracy [33]. With this in mind, the goals of
this work are (i) to quantify the impact of mesh parameterization on the accuracy of a high-order
finite element approximation and (ii) to develop a set of sufficient and computable conditions which
guarantee a family of refined but not necessarily nested high-order finite element approximations
exhibit optimal convergence rates with respect to the mesh size. To achieve these goals, we establish
a formal definition of shape regularity for curvilinear meshes using a Bramble-Hilbert lemma for
polynomial and rational approximations on mapped simplices and hypercubes [5]. Inspired by
this new definition of shape regularity, we introduce a set of quality metrics for curvilinear finite
elements, and we establish computable bounds for these quality metrics based on the Bernstein-
Be´zier form for curvilinear finite elements defined through a polynomial or rational parametric
mapping [28].
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The results presented in this paper apply to any piecewise-polynomial or piecewise-rational finite
element method posed on a mesh of polynomial or rational mapped simplices and hypercubes. As
such, the results apply not only to classical continuous Galerkin finite element methods, but also to
discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods [1, 24] and even isogeometric analysis (IGA) methods
based on Bernstein-Be´zier [13, 14, 37], B-spline and Non-Uniform Rational B-spline (NURBS) [21],
Hierarchical B-spline [36], or T-spline basis functions [4]. It should be mentioned, however, that
the results in this paper only pertain to the best approximation properties of a high-order finite
element basis and do not take into any method errors that may arise due to the application of a
particular finite element method to a problem of interest.
The results presented here are also meant to inform the construction of curvilinear meshes using
state-of-the-art mesh generation procedures. We have taken great care to ensure that the quality
metrics presented in this paper may be easily incorporated into existing automated mesh generation
and optimization algorithms, and we further propose a simple cost functional for mesh optimization
based on these metrics and demonstrate that the functional yields improved curvilinear meshes as
compared with classical elasticity-based mesh smoothing techniques.
Naturally, the results here would be of little use if the metrics currently employed in the curvilin-
ear mesh generation community were both cheaper than the ones presented here and also able to
be employed to establish sufficient conditions for the generation of high quality curvilinear meshes.
Indeed, there already exist a suite of quality metrics for curvilinear meshes. The most common of
these metrics is the so-called scaled Jacobian metric which is equal to one for a linear finite element
mesh and zero for a finite element mesh which contains a element with a non-bijective mapping
[12, 26]. However, there exist families of refined but non-nested curvilinear meshes with uniformly
bounded (from below) scaled Jacobian which exhibit sup-optimal convergence rates with respect
to the mesh size. We present several examples of such families in Section 7. In fact, as discussed in
Subsection 3.4, it is possible to construct a highly skewed finite element with a scaled Jacobian of
identically one. There exist several other quality metrics which expand upon the scaled Jacobian
metric [10, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 27, 30, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41], but to the best of our knowledge, none of
these metrics are able to fully quantify the impact of mesh parameterization on the accuracy of an
arbitrarily high-order finite element approximation.
With the motivation for this paper established, we now present an outline for the remainder of
the paper. We begin by introducing notation and other preliminaries in Section 2. Then, in Section
3, we provide a review of the relevant literature, and we argue the case that existing mesh quality
metrics are not sufficient for quantifying the impact of mesh parameterization on the accuracy
of a high-order finite element approximation. Next, we present interpolation error bounds for
rational Bernstein–Be´zier elements in Section 4, and we introduce sufficient conditions for optimal
convergence of a high-order finite element approximation in Section 5. With these conditions
established, we present distortion metrics for rational Bernstein–Be´zier elements in Section 6 as
well as computable bounds for these metrics. Finally, we present some numerical results in Section
7, and we provide some concluding remarks and directions for future research in Section 8.
2 Notation and Preliminaries
Admittedly, the work presented in this paper is notationally intensive. At the risk of being
pedantic, we use this section to briefly introduce notation to be used throughout the remainder of
this paper. We provide a review of multi-index notation (§2.1) and derivative notation (§2.2), as
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well as a review of Bernstein polynomials and Be´zier elements (§2.3).
2.1 Multi-Index Notation
Throughout this paper, we make heavy use of multi-index notation in order to simplify the equa-
tions presented in the sections that follow. So that the meaning of the equations is unambiguous,
we review this notation here. For a natural number d, let n = {n1, ..., nd} and k = {k1, ..., kd}
denote 1× d multi-indices of non-negative integers and let x denote a 1× d vector of real numbers.
Moreover, let n denote a non-negative integer and let x denote a real number. We use the following
notation to denote common operations on these objects:
|n| =
d∑
i=1
ni, n! =
d∏
i=1
ni!, x
n =
d∏
i=1
xni , xn =
d∏
i=1
xnii ,
(
n
k
)
=
n!
k!
,
(
n
k
)
=
d∏
i=1
(
ni
ki
)
.
We say that n = k if all the entries of the multi-indices are equal, n < k is there exists a j ∈
{1, . . . , d} such that nj < kj and ni = ki for i < j, and n > k otherwise.
2.2 Derivative Notation
In order to write derivatives compactly, we use multi-index notation. In particular, we denote
the αth partial derivative operator with respect to the variables ξ as:
Dαξ =
∂|α|
∂ξα11 ∂ξ
α2
2 ...∂ξ
αd
d
.
The αth partial derivative of a vector–valued function f of length m is understood to result in a
m× 1 column vector, viz.:
Dαξ f =
 D
α
ξ f1
...
Dαξ fm

and we collect all partial derivatives of order k = |α| into the matrix:
∇kξf =
[
Dα1ξ f D
α2
ξ f . . . D
αn
ξ f
]
where αi < αj for i < j. We note that ∇1ξ = ∇ξ is the standard gradient operator, and we take
∇0ξ to be the identity operator. Additionally, to shorten certain equations, we at times omit the
subscript denoting the independent variable. That is, we write ∇f =∇ξf when the choice of the
independent variable is unambiguous.
2.3 Bernstein–Be´zier Elements
The element distortion metrics proposed in this paper make heavy use of rational Be´zier elements
and the Bernstein basis polynomials defined on these elements. We take this section to briefly review
some of the relevant properties of these elements and their basis functions.
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Let {Bi(ξ)}i∈I denote the set of Bernstein basis polynomials defined over a reference domain
Ωˆ ⊂ Rdr , where I is an index set over the degrees of freedom in the element. Then, a Bernstein
polynomial is defined as:
b(ξ) =
∑
i∈I
Bi (ξ)βi ∀ ξ ∈ Ωˆ
Now, let us define a set of control points {Pi}i∈I in Rds . Then, a Be´zier element is simply defined
through the mapping:
xe (ξ) =
∑
i∈I
Bi (ξ) Pi
Thus a Be´zier element is defined via a polynomial pushforward mapping from parametric space,
Rdr to physical space, Rds . We note that in general, this mapping holds for any dr ≤ ds. However,
for the purposes of this paper, we consider only the case where dr = ds = d. When d = 1 we have
a curve, when d = 2 we have triangles or quadrilaterals, and when d = 3 we have tetrahedra or
hexahedra.
In addition to the Bernstein basis functions and control points, let {wi}i∈I denote a set of
control weights corresponding to {Bi(ξ)}i∈I . Then we can define a set of corresponding rational
Bernstein basis functions as:
Ri(ξ) =
Bi(ξ)wi∑
j∈I
Bj(ξ)wj
=
Bi(ξ)wi
w(ξ)
where w(ξ) =
∑
j∈I
Bj(ξ)wj denotes the weighting function defined over the domain Ωˆ. Then, a
rational Bernstein-Be´zier element is defined by the mapping:
xe(ξ) =
∑
i∈I
Ri(ξ)Pi =
Bi(ξ)Piwi∑
j∈I
Bj(ξ)wj
When working with rational Be´zier elements, it is often convenient to consider the corresponding
polynomial element in projective space , Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1. The projective element is defined by the
mapping:
x˜e(ξ) =
∑
i∈I
Bi(ξ)P˜i
wherein {P˜i}i∈I is the set of projective control points, defined as:(
P˜i
)
j
= wi (Pi)j j ∈ [1, d](
P˜i
)
d+1
= wi
This allows us to write a rational Be´zier element in Rd as the projective transformation of a
polynomial Be´zier element in Rd+1, viz:
xe(ξ) =
[x˜e(ξ)]d
w(ξ)
wherein, [x˜e(ξ)]d denotes the first d components of x˜e(ξ). We illustrate the control points for a
rational Bernstein–Be´zier element and the corresponding element in projective space in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Projective transformation from the control net for a projective element Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1 (shown
in blue), to the physical element Ωe ⊂ Rd (shown in grey). Points on the projective element are
given in projective coordinates {x˜1, ..., x˜d, w}. The physical element is embedded in the w = 1
plane (gray grid), and points on the physical element are given in terms of the physical coordinates
{x1, ..., xd}.
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Thus, it is readily seen that a rational Bernstein-Be´zier element is defined by: 1) the Bernstein
basis polynomials, 2) the Be´zier control points, and 3) the control weights. In previous work, we
have given in-depth descriptions of a variety of Bernstein-Be´zier elements [14]. We briefly review
the construction of the Bernstein basis polynomials for various elements here, and refer readers
desiring more information to the previous work.
2.3.1 Simplicial Elements
The simplest Bernstein-Be´zier elements are the simplicial elements: curves (1-simplices), triangles
(2-simplices), and tetrahedra (3-simplices). When working with simplicial elements, it is most
common to work in barycentric coordinates. However, as we are particularly interested in the
derivatives of Bernstein polynomials with respect to the unit Cartesian reference triangle, it is also
convenient to work explicitly in terms of Cartesian coordinates. As such, we present both forms,
and switch between forms as necessary.
Cartesian Coordinates
We define the reference domain for a d-simplex as:
Ωˆ =
ξ ∈ Rd : 0 ≤ ξj ≤ 1,
d∑
j=1
ξj ≤ 1

and define the index set for the simplicial Bernstein polynomials of degree p as:
Ip := {i = {i1, ..., id} : 0 ≤ ij ≤ p, |i| ≤ p}
Then, we can define the simplicial Bernstein basis polynomials as:
Bpi (ξ) = p!
d∏
j=1
(ξj)
ij
ij
(1− |ξ|)id+1
p− |i|
Barycentric Coordinates
For a d-simplex, we define the set of d + 1 barycentric coordinates {λj}d+1j=1 corresponding to a
point ξ in the reference domain Ωˆ to be:
λj = ξj j ∈ [0, d]
λd+1 = 1−
d∑
j=1
λj
Then the reference domain is defined in terms of barycentric coordinates as:
Ωˆ = {λ ∈ Rd+1 : 0 ≤ λj ≤ 1, |λ| = 1}
and the corresponding index set for the simplicial Bernstein polynomials of degree p is defined as:
Ipi := {i = {i1, ..., id+1} : 0 ≤ ij ≤ p, |i| = p}.
This allows us to write the simplicial Bernstain polynomials incredibly compactly as:
Bpi (λ) =
(
p
i
)
λi
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We note that for simplicial elements, we differentiate between the Cartesian and barycentric forms
by either explicitly specifying the dependence on ξ or λ, or implicitly by the index i or i. The index
i is taken to always be a multi-index of length d, whereas we understand i to denote a multi-index
of length d+ 1 such that |i| = p.
2.3.2 Tensor Product Elements
We define Bernstein–Be´zier quadrilaterals in R2 and hexahedra in R3 using a tensor product
construction. The reference domain is given by:
Ωˆ = (0, 1)d
and the index set for a tensor product construction is given by:
Ip := {i = {i1, ..., id} | 0 ≤ ij ≤ pj}.
Then, the Bernstein basis polynomials are defined as:
Bpi (ξ) =
d∏
j=1
B
pj
ij
(ξj)
where B
pj
ij
are simply the univariate Bernstein polynomials (i.e., one-dimensional simplicial Bern-
stein polynomials) from Subsubsection 2.3.1.
We note that we distinguish between simplicial and tensor product constructions implicitly by
using a scalar superscript p for the simplicial basis functions Bpi , and a vector super script p for
the tensor product basis functions Bpi .
3 Literature Review
Before proceeding to the novel contributions of this work, it is critical to understand the existing
theory regarding error bounds for finite elements, and how these error bounds motivate the need
for element quality metrics. First, we briefly review the isoparametric concept as it applies to finite
elements (§3.1). We then review the fundamental interpolation theory for both linear (§3.2) and
curvilinear (§3.3) finite elements. Finally, we present the current state of the art with regards to
element quality metrics for curvilinear finite elements (§3.4).
3.1 The Isoparametric Concept
Simply put, the isoparamtric concept allows us to define an element in physical space in terms
of a mapping from a reference element in parametric space. Let us denote a unit reference element
in parametric space Ωˆ. Then we denote the element in physical space Ωe, and denote a mapping
xe : Ωˆ → Ωe that maps points on the parametric element to points on the physical element. In
the case of higher-order finite elements, this is a higher-order mapping. Finally, we also consider
the element Ωe which is the purely linear physical element. That is, Ωe is defined by an affine
mapping xe : Ωˆ → Ωe. We assume that the mapping xe is known. Then we define the affine
mapping xe as:
xe(ξ) = xe(0) + Jξ
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x1
x2
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Ωˆ
Ωe
Ωe
Figure 2: Isoparametric mappings from a reference element Ωˆ in parametric space to physical
space. The element Ωe (shown by the bold line) is defined by the higher-order mapping xe. The
corresponding linear element Ωe (shown by the dashed line) is defined by a purely affine mapping
xe.
wherein the Jacobian of the affine mapping is defined by:
J =
[
[xe(e1)− xe(0)], ..., [xe(ed)− xe(0)]
]
These mappings are illustrated in Fig. 2. We note that for simplicial elements, the linear physical
element is simply defined as the linear interpolant of the corners of the curvilinear physical element.
However, for tensor product elements (i.e. quadrilaterals or hexahedra), the linear element will not
necessarily interpolate every corner of the curvilinear element, as seen in Fig. 2. This is due to the
fact that the tensor product admits bilinear mappings for quadrilaterals and trilinear mappings for
hexahedra.
3.2 Finite Element Interpolation Theory: Linear Elements
The rigorous study of the mathematical foundations of the finite element method began in earnest
in the 1960’s and 1970’s [5, 6, 7, 8, 42, 43, 2]. Of particular note are the pioneering works of
Bramble and Hilbert [5, 6] and Ciarlet and Raviart [7, 8] which led to the interpolation theory
for finite elements. As this fundamental theory has close bearing on our current work, we take
this opportunity to briefly review the theory here, introducing notation to be used throughout the
remainder of this paper.
In the finite element method, we approximate a domain Ω using a set of finite elements, {Ωe}Ee=1,
where each element Ωe ⊂ Rd is an open simply connected set, with simply connected boundary.
Together, this collection of elements forms a finite element discretization or mesh, which we denote
9
he
ρe
Figure 3: Element measures ρe and he for the linear quadrilateral element Ωe from Fig. 2.
as:
M =
E⋃
e=1
Ωe
Traditionally, a finite element mesh is composed of linear triangular or quadrilateral elements in
R2, and linear tetrahedral or hexahedral elements in R3. The study of mesh quality, then, concerns
itself with how the shapes and sizes of these elements affect the accuracy of the finite element
method. In order to begin this study, it is first useful to introduce some mesh measures. Let us
denote the diameter of an element as he, where we measure the diameter as the largest distance
between any two vertices of the element. Next, we denote the diameter of the incircle (in R2) or
insphere (in R3) of the element as ρe. These two metrics are visualized for a quadrilateral element
in Fig. 3.
Given these element-wise measures, we can then define the corresponding global mesh measures
as:
h = max
1≤e≤E
he
ρ = min
1≤e≤E
ρe
These mesh measures are useful, as they allow us to put certain classifications on our meshes.
Specifically, it allows us to introduce the notion of shape regularity . For a linear element Ωe, the
element shape regularity is given by:
σe =
he
ρe
and for a mesh of linear elements, the global shape regularity is given by:
σ =
h
ρ
The notion of shape regularity is important, as it is allows us to compare the shapes of elements
independent of their size. This is motivated by the fact that we are interested in the effect of
element shape on approximation error under mesh refinement, that is as h→ 0.
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Table 1: Various types of mesh refinement. With uniform refinement, the structure of the original
mesh is preserved at each level of refinement. With quasi-uniform refinement, the structure is
not preserved, but all elements belong to a regular family. With irregular refinement, the bottom
elements become increasingly thin, and therefore do no belong to a regular family.
h = 0.5 h = 0.25 h = 0.125
Uniform
Refinements
Quasi-Uniform
Refinements
Irregular
Refinements
Let us consider a set of M increasingly refined meshes {Mi}Mi=1, with corresponding metrics
{hi}Mi=1 and {ρi}Mi=1 where h1 > h2 > . . . > hM . We say a refinement is uniform if each element
is simply split into a collection of similarly shaped sub-elements, thereby preserving the existing
geometrical structure of the parent mesh. Due to the ease of implementation, and constant element
shape, regular refinements are frequently used with the finite element method. However, uniform
refinements are constrained by the choice of the initial mesh, and it is not always practical or even
possible to perform uniform subdivision on a given mesh. It is useful then to introduce the concept
of quasi-uniform refinement. Consider a series of refined meshes {Mi}Mi=1 with corresponding
global shape regularity metrics {σi}Mi=1. We say a series of refinements is quasi-uniform if we can
bound σi by some constant σ0, viz.:
σi ≤ σ0 i = 1, 2, ...,M
In the case of both uniform and quasi-uniform refinements, we say that the set of all elements in
the set of meshes belong to a regular family of elements. If a series of refinements is not uniform
or quasi-uniform, we say that the refinements are irregular, and the elements do not belong to a
regular family. These three classes of refinements are visualized for a simple mesh in Table 1.
With the necessary notation established, we can proceed to state the interpolation theory for
finite elements. Suppose we have a sequence of meshes {Mi}Mi=1. Given some boundary value
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problem defined over the domain, we desire to approximate the true solution u using the finite
element method. That is, we desire to approximate u by uh, a C0-continuous piecewise polynomial
of degree p, for each mesh in the series. Then, following Raviart and Ciarlet [7], it can be shown
that the best approximation error over a linear mesh with mesh size h is bounded by:
||u− uh||Hm(Ω) ≤ C
hp+1
ρm
|u|Hp+1(Ω)
wherein C is a constant independent of both the mesh size h and the mesh global shape regularity
σ, and || · ||Hm(Ω) denotes the norm:
||f ||Hm(Ω) =
 m∑
j=0
|f |2Hj(Ω)
1/2
and | · |Hj(Ω) denotes the seminorm:
|f |Hj(Ω) =
∫
Ω
∑
|α|=j
|Dαf |2 dΩ
1/2
Furthermore, we notice that if every mesh in series belongs to a regular family, this bound simplifies
to:
||u− uh||Hm(Ω) ≤ Chp+1−m|u|Hp+1(Ω)
wherein C is a constant independent of the mesh size h but dependent on the family shape regularity
σ0.
3.3 Finite Element Interpolation Theory: Curvilinear Elements
Similar bounds have also been established for interpolation over curvilinear elements [8, 25].
In curvilinear mesh generation, the mesh is most often generated by first constructing a mesh
of straight sided elements, and then manipulating element nodes to curve the elements to better
match the geometry (see Fig. 4). Thus with curvilinear finite elements, there is the notion of both
the curvilinear mesh M, as well as the underlying linear mesh M. Now, let us denote a mapping
xe : Ωˆ→ Ωe that maps a linear master element Ωˆ to the physical curvilinear element Ωe. Then, let
us assume that the following conditions hold for every element in the mesh.
Cond. (3.3.1) The underlying linear elements Ωe belong to a regular family.
Cond. (3.3.2) The mapping xe is invertible with inverse xe
−1 : Ωe → Ωˆ. That is:
xe(ξ) = x⇔ xe−1(x) = ξ ∀ ξ ∈ Ωˆ
Cond. (3.3.3) The derivatives of the mapping xe are bounded as follows:
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
max
|α|=k
∣∣Dαξ xe∣∣ ≤ ckhk 1 ≤ k ≤ p+ 1
sup
x∈Ωe
max
|α|=1
∣∣Dαx (xe−1)∣∣ ≤ c0h−1
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4: Steps for basic curvilinear mesh generation on a plate with a hole. (a) Create an initial
linear mesh. A representative boundary element is highlighted in bold. (b) Degree elevate the linear
element by inserting higher-order control points. (c) Curve the element to match the boundary
by updating control point location. (d) Repeat for each element in the mesh to yield the final
curvilinear mesh.
Then, for a series of meshes belonging to a regular family, we have the error bound:
||u− uh||Hm(Ω) ≤ C
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J(ξ)|
inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J(ξ)|h
p+1−m||u||Hp+1(Ω) (1)
wherein J(ξ) = ∇xe(ξ) is the Jacobian matrix and C > 0 is a constant independent of the mesh
size h but dependent on the family shape regularity σ0 as well as the constants ci for i = 0, . . . , p+1
appearing in Cond. (3.3.3). Here, we take the mesh size he of each curvilinear element Ωe to be
that of the corresponding linear element Ωe (as discussed in §3.1) and the global mesh size to be
h = maxe he. From this, we see that for a curvilinear mesh to exhibit similar convergence rates
to a linear mesh, several criteria must hold. First, as before, the underlying linear elements must
be shape regular (Cond. 3.3.1). However, we must also ensure that the higher-order mapping is
invertible (Cond. 3.3.2), and that its derivatives are bounded (Cond. 3.3.3). Put simply, we must
ensure that the curvilinear elements are not too curvilinear.
3.4 Element Distortion and Quality Metrics
The results of the previous section illuminate some important considerations regarding the effect
of element shape on the convergence rates of p-version finite element methods. From Cond. 3.3.2
and Cond. 3.3.3, there is a clear need to quantify the magnitude of element distortion, as there
is a direct effect on element quality. This need has led to the development of so-called element
distortion metrics and element quality metrics. The precise definitions of these terms is often
quite nebulous, and can often vary from application to application. However, for the purposes of
this paper we say element distortion metrics quantify the difference between an arbitrary element
Ωe, and some ideal element Ωideal. Element quality metrics, then, are are simply taken as the
inverse of element distortion metrics. That is, element quality will increase as distortion decreases,
and vice-versa.
In general, since element distortion metics and element quality metrics are closely related, we
will refer to both with the umbrella term element metrics. To motivate the need for the novel
element metrics presented in this paper, we review the existing curvilinear element metrics currently
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in use in the literature. We then argue that none of the existing element metrics are sufficient for
guaranteeing optimal convergence rates of the p-version finite element method over curvilinear
elements.
We begin our study of curvilinear element metrics by recognizing that Eq. (1) contains the term:
1 ≤
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J|
inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J| <∞
If the mapping xe becomes singular, then inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J| = 0, and the error bounds in Eq. (1) will tend
towards infinity. It is perhaps due to this observation that the overwhelming majority of curvilinear
quality metrics are based on some measure of the Jacobian matrix. Of these Jacobian based quality
metrics, perhaps the most commonly used is the scaled Jacobian [12, 26], defined as:
JS =
inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J|
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det J| (2)
From Eq. (2), it is readily apparent that 0 ≤ JS ≤ 1, with element quality increasing as JS → 1.
For a linear element, the Jacobian is constant across the element, and the metric is identically
unity. For a singular or inverted element, inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
| det J| = 0, and the metric is zero.
Besides the scaled Jacobian, there have been other proposed higher-order quality metrics all
based on some measure of the Jacobian matrix, both for traditional higher-order finite elements
[17, 18, 19, 23, 27, 30, 38], and for IGA [10, 15, 34, 39, 40, 41]. Despite the wide array of metrics
currently in use, we are not aware of any work relating bounds on these metrics to bounds on
higher-order derivatives. Thus, to our knowledge, none of the existing quality metrics are sufficient
for guaranteeing that Cond. 3.3.3 holds. Because of this, we argue that existing curvilinear element
metrics are insufficient for guaranteeing that an arbitrary curvilinear element is well-suited for finite
element analysis. To illustrate a particularly egregious example, consider the cubic Bernstein-
Be´zier element shown in Fig. 5, which has a scaled Jacobian of JS = 1. While not all Jacobian
based quality metrics will indicate that this element is of good quality, it is troubling that the
most commonly used quality metric for curvilinear elements cannot distinguish between this highly
skewed element and a purely linear triangle. We hope this example motivates the need for further
study of curvilinear element distortion metrics, and we identify two key challenges to be addressed
by the present work in Section 6.
1. Bounds on the Jacobian Determinant of Rational Elements
In general, the Jacobian determinant of a polynomial mapping of degree p is itself a polynomial
of degree p′ = d(p−1). As such, bounding the Jacobian determinant from above and below is
difficult for higher-order polynomial elements, and the task is even more difficult for elements
defined by a rational mapping. We note that computable bounds have been established for
polynomial elements [22], but are unaware of any analogous bounds for rational elements.
2. Bounds on the Higher-Order Derivatives of the Parametric Mapping
We are not aware of any element metrics that quantify the magnitude of higher–order partial
derivatives of the parametric mapping xe : Ωˆ → Ωe. Furthermore, we are not aware of
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Figure 5: Highly distorted triangular element with a scaled Jacobian of JS = 1.
any attempts to show that bounding any existing metrics implies bounds on higher–order
derivatives1.
4 Interpolation Theory for Rational Bernstein–Be´zier Elements
With the necessary preliminaries established, we now turn our attention to the novel contributions
of the present work. In this section, we present error estimates for rational Bernstein–Be´zier
elements of simplicial or tensor product construction. The analysis follows closely the work of
Bazilevs et. al. [3], wherein interpolation error bounds were derived for IGA using NURBS. For
simplicity, we only analyze the L2 best approximation error associated with one element, though our
results extend easily to best approximation error in Sobolev norms (using the techniques outlined
in [3]) as well as meshes comprised of several elements using suitable quasi-interpolation operators
(e.g., Cle´ment-type interpolation operators in the context of standard C0-continuous finite element
approximations [9]).
Let us consider a rational Bernstein–Be´zier element Ωe with corresponding reference element in
parametric space Ωˆ. For simplicial elements, we denote the space of approximation functions of
degree p over the physical curvilinear element as:
Shp (Ωe) :=
{
uh ∈ L2(Ωe) : w(uh ◦ xe) ∈Pp
(
Ωˆ
)}
wherePp
(
Ωˆ
)
denotes the space of polynomials of degree p and w ∈Pp
(
Ωˆ
)
denotes the weighting
function defined over the reference element. For tensor product elements, we denote the space of
tensor product approximation functions of degree p = {p, ..., p} over the physical curvilinear element
as:
Shp(Ωe) :=
{
uh ∈ L2(Ωe) : w(uh ◦ xe) ∈ Qp
(
Ωˆ
)}
where Qp
(
Ωˆ
)
denotes the space of tensor product polynomials of degree p and w ∈ Qp
(
Ωˆ
)
denotes the weighting function defined over the reference element.
1 In their original paper, Ciarlet and Raviart do provide conditions to ensure boundedness of the higher–order
derivatives for certain classes of elements [8]. However, these conditions are too restrictive to be used effectively with
modern automated meshing algorithms.
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Figure 6: Mapping F from the linear element Ωe to the curved element Ωe.
Furthermore, we note that the physical element has corresponding linear element Ωe, defined by
an affine mapping xe : Ωˆ→ Ωe as discussed in Subsection 3.1. We then define a warping function
F that maps the linear element to the curvilinear element, F : Ωe → Ωe, and we note that the
mapping xe is simply the compositions of these two mappings, xe = F ◦ xe. See Fig. 6 for an
illustration of the mapping F for a quadrilateral Bernstein–Be´zier element. We can then derive
error bounds for the element Ωe in terms of the mapping F.
Theorem 4.1. Over the physical element Ωe, there exists a constant cs = cs(σe, p), dependent only
on the shape regularity of Ωe and the polynomial degree, such that for all u ∈ Hp+1(Ωe), there is an
approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe) if Ωe is a simplicial element or uh ∈ Shp(Ωe) if Ωe is a tensor
product element satisfying the estimate:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ cshp+1e cd(F)cv(F, w, u)
where:
cd (F) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
and:
cv(F, w, u) =
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
cα (F, j, k)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w ◦ x−1e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇p+1−kx (w ◦ x−1e )∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
|u|Hj(Ωe)
wherein:
cα (F, j, k) =
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
(
||∇xF||L∞(Ωe)
)i1 (∣∣∣∣∇2xF∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωe))i2 ...
(∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kxF∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
)ik
Proof. By definition, we have: ∫
Ωe
u2dx =
∫
Ωe
(u ◦ F)2 det∇xFdx
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Therefore, ||u||L2(Ωe) =
∣∣∣∣det∇xF1/2u ◦ F∣∣∣∣L2(Ωe), and as a consequence, we can bound:
||u||L2(Ωe) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
||u ◦ F||L2(Ωe)
Consequently for each approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe) or uh ∈ Shp(Ωe), it follows that:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
||u ◦ F− uh ◦ F||L2(Ωe)
Since the weighting function is bounded from above and below, it further follows that
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w ◦ x−1e
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣(w ◦ x−1e ) (u ◦ F− uh ◦ F)∣∣∣∣L2(Ωe)
Now, we note that by construction of uh, the function w (uh ◦ xe) is an arbitrary polynomial (or ten-
sor product polynomial) of degree p. Furthermore, we recognize that w (uh ◦ xe) = w (uh ◦ F ◦ xe).
Thus, because the mapping xe is purely affine, the function
(
w ◦ x−1e
)
(uh ◦ F) is similarly an arbi-
trary polynomial (or tensor product polynomial) of degree p. Therefore, by the classical Bramble–
Hilbert lemma, we may select uh such that the following inquality holds:∣∣∣∣(w ◦ x−1e ) (u ◦ F− uh ◦ F)∣∣∣∣L2(Ωe) ≤ c1hp+1 ∣∣(w ◦ x−1e ) (u ◦ F)∣∣Hp+1(Ωe)
where c1 = c1 (p, σe) is a constant that depends only on the polynomial degree p and shape regularity
σe of the linear element Ωe. We must now bound the seminorm |w (u ◦ F)|Hp+1(Ωe) appearing in
the above estimate by an analagous norm over the physical element Ωe. To do so, we first recognize
that: ∣∣(w ◦ x−1e ) (u ◦ F)∣∣Hp+1(Ωe) ≤ p+1∑
k=0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇p+1−kx (w ◦ x−1e )∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
|u ◦ F|Hk(Ωe)
It remains to bound the seminorms |u ◦ F|Hk(Ωe). We may easily obtain control of the H1-seminorm
using the estimate:
|u ◦ F|H1(Ωe) =
(∫
Ωe
∇x (u ◦ F) ·∇x (u ◦ F) dx
)1/2
=
(∫
Ωe
∇xF∇xu ·∇xF∇xu det∇xF−1dx
)1/2
≤ ||∇xF||L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣(det∇xF−1)1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
|u|H1(Ωe)
= ||∇xF||L∞(Ωe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
|u|H1(Ωe)
To obtain control of the higher–order seminorms, we simply recurse on the previous estimate, as is
done in [3], resulting in the estimate:
|u ◦ F|Hk(Ωe) ≤ c2
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇xF−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
k∑
j=0
cα (F, j, k) |u|Hj(Ωe)
where c2 = c2 (p, σe) is again a constant that depends only on the polynomial degree p of the
basis and the shape regularity of Ωe. Thus, letting cs = c1c2, we arrive at the bound presented in
Theorem 4.1.
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Theorem 4.1 gives valuable theoretical insight into the convergence behavior of rational curvi-
linear Bernstein–Be´zier elements, as it clearly delineates the effect of the linear shape quality (cs)
and curvilinear shape quality (cd and cv) on the interpolation error bounds. However, its utility is
somewhat limited as the bound is given in terms of the warping function F, whereas Bernstein–
Be´zier elements are defined by the mapping xe. Since the mapping xe is given explicitly by the
control points and weights, it is desirable to derive sufficient conditions based on this mapping
instead. We begin by deriving bounds on the gradients
∣∣∣∣∇kxF∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωe) in terms of the gradients∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) (Theorem 4.2), as well as bounds on the gradients ∣∣∣∣∇kx (w ◦ x−1e )∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωe) in terms
of the gradients
∣∣∣∣∇kξw∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) (Theorem 4.3). We then use the results of these theorems to prove
Theorem I.
Theorem 4.2. There exists some constant cr = cr (σe), dependent only on the shape regularity of
Ωe, such that: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kxF∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
≤ ckr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
(
1
he
)k
Proof. We first recognize that the warping function F can be written as a composition of xe and
x−1e , viz:
F (x) = xe
(
x−1e (x)
)
Thus, the gradient of F can be written:
∇xF =
[
∇ξxe
][
∇ξxe
]−T
(3)
We note that since Ωe is a linear element, the gradient ∇ξxe is constant and ||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ) is
bounded from below by the radius of the element incircle, ρe, viz.:
ρe ≤ ||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ) (4)
and we can similarly bound the norm of the inverse mapping by:∣∣∣∣∇x (x−1e )∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ 1ρe (5)
Now, let us define a constant cr = cr(σe), which is independent of mesh size he but dependent on
the shape regularity of Ωe, such that:
cr ≥ σe = he
ρe
Then, we can rewrite Eq. (5) as: ∣∣∣∣∇x (x−1e )∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ cr 1he
Then, from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we can bound the norm of ∇xF by:
||∇xF||L∞(Ωe) ≤ cr ||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ)
(
1
he
)
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Recursing on this process, we can bound the magnitude of the kth total derivative by:∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kxF∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
≤ ckr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
(
1
he
)k
Theorem 4.3. The following inequality holds:∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kx (w ◦ x−1e )∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωe)
≤ ckr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξw∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
(
1
he
)k
where cr = cr (σe) is the constant from Theorem 4.2.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is identical to the proof for Theorem 4.2.
Theorem I. Over the physical element Ωe, there exists a constant Cshape = Cshape(σe, p), depen-
dent only on the shape regularity of Ωe and the polynomial degree, such that for all u ∈ Hp+1(Ωe),
there is an approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe) if Ωe is a simplicial element or uh ∈ Shp(Ωe) if
Ωe is a tensor product element satisfying the estimate:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ Cshapehp+1e Cdet(xe)Cvar(xe, w, u)
where:
Cdet (xe) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
and:
Cvar(xe, w, u) =
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
αj,k(xe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∇p+1−kξ w∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
hp+1−ke
 |u|Hj(Ωe)
wherein:
αj,k(xe) ≤
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
( ||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ)
he
)i1∣∣∣∣∇2ξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
h2e
i2 ...
∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
hke
ik
Proof. Proving Theorem I amounts to simply bounding the constants cd and cv from Theorem 4.1
by analogous constants in terms of the mapping xe. We begin by recognizing that xe = F ◦ xe,
and by extension F = xe ◦ x−1e . Thus, we can write the gradient of the mapping F as ∇xF =
[∇ξxe] [∇ξxe]−T and as a result, the determinant of ∇xF can be written as:
det∇xF = det∇ξxe
det∇ξxe
allowing us to rewrite cd (F) in terms of xe and xe as:
cd (F) = Cdet (xe,xe) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
det∇ξxe
det∇ξxe
)1/2∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
det∇ξxe
det∇ξxe
)1/2∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
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Then, recognizing that det∇ξxe is a constant, the above equations simplify immediately to:
cd (F) = Cdet (xe) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
It remains then to bound the constant cv by a bound in terms of xe. We begin by substituting the
results of Theorem 4.2 into the expression cα (F, j, k), which yields:
cα (F, j, k) ≤
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
(
cr
||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ)
he
)i1c2r
∣∣∣∣∇2ξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
h2e
i2 ...
...
ckr
∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
hke
ik
Then, recognizing that ci1r c
2i2
r ...c
kik
r = c
k
r , we can factor out the constant cr, to arrive at the bound:
cα (F, j, k) ≤ ckrαj,k (xe) (6)
Finally, employing the results of Eq. (6) along with Theorem 4.3, we can bound cv (F, w, u) by:
cv(F, w, u) ≤
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
ckrαj,k(xe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
cp+1−kr

∣∣∣∣∣∣∇p+1−kξ w∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
hp+1−ke
 |u|Hj(Ωe)
which we can simplify to:
cv(F, w, u) ≤ cp+1r Cvar(xe, w, u)
Thus, we arrive at the results of Theorem I, where Cshape = csc
p+1
r .
The astute reader will recognize that the above results can be simplified even further. Indeed,
we have left Theorem I in its current form intentionally, as it clearly demonstrates the dependence
on he in each part of the error bound. This clear dependence on he will prove useful in the next
section. However, we similarly note that at times it is useful develop size invariant error bounds.
We further simplify the results of Theorem I to achieve error bounds that are independent of the
element diameter he.
Corollary 4.4. Over the physical element Ωe, there exists a constant Cshape = Cshape(σe, p),
dependent only on the shape regularity of Ωe and the polynomial degree, such that for all u ∈
Hp+1(Ωe), there is an approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe) if Ωe is a simplicial element or uh ∈
Shp(Ωe) if Ωe is a tensor product element satisfying the estimate:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ CshapeCdet(xe)C ′var(xe, w, u)
where:
Cdet (xe) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
and:
C ′var(xe, w, u) =
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
α′j,k(xe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∇p+1−kξ w∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
|u|Hj(Ωe)
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wherein:
α′j,k(xe) =
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
(
||∇ξxe||L∞(Ωˆ)
)i1 (∣∣∣∣∇2ξxe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
)i2
...
(∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
)ik
5 Shape Regular Families of Rational Bernstein–Be´zier Meshes
The results of Section 4 are convenient, as they clearly delineate the effect of element shape on
interpolation error bounds. Namely, Cshape quantifies the contribution of linear element shape
regularity, while Cdet and Cvar quantify the contribution of the higher–order mapping xe and
weighting function w. By writing the error bounds in terms of the mapping xe we may work
directly with the Bernstein basis functions defined over the reference element Ωˆ, and the Be´zier
control points in physical space. Furthermore, the results of Theorem I clearly delineate the depen-
dence of the interpolation error bounds on the higher–order derivatives of the mapping in terms of
the element size he. In light of this, we desire to develop sufficient conditions for guaranteeing that
rational Bernstein–Be´zier elements will preserve optimal convergence rates under refinement. That
is, we desire to develop sufficient conditions for guaranteeing that:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ Chp+1e
where C is some constant independent of element size he and the mapping xe. Indeed, as discussed
in Section 3, such sufficient conditions have been developed for finite elements based on polynomial
mappings. In this section, we develop analogous sufficient conditions for rational Bernstein–Be´zier
elements.
Theorem 5.1. Let us assume there exists a constant cw such that:∣∣∣∣Dαξ w∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ cwh|α|e ∀α : |α| ≤ p+ 1 (7)
Then, there exists a constant cinv = cinv(cw, p) such that:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Dαξ ( 1w
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ cinvh|α|e
Proof. By application of the multivariate Faa` di Bruno’s formula [11], we write the derivative of
the inverse of the weighting function as:
Dαξ
(
1
w
)
=
∑
1≤|s|≤|α|
(−1)|s| |s|!
w1+|s|
∑
p(α,s)
α!
|α|∏
j=1
(
D
`j
ξ w
)kj
kj ! (`j !)
kj
where p(α, s) denotes the set:
p(α, s) =
|α|⋃
s=1
ps(α, s)
ps (α, s) =
{(
k1, ..., k|α|; `1, ..., `|α|
)
:
0 < ki,0 < `1 < ... < `s,
s∑
i=1
ki = s and
s∑
i=1
ki`i = α
}
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Then, by Eq. (7), we have:
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Dαξ ( 1w
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ω)
≤
∑
1≤|s|≤|α|
|s|!
w1+|s|
∑
p(α,s)
α!
|α|∏
j=1
(
cwh
|`j |
e
)kj
kj ! (`j !)
kj
Rearranging, and factoring out terms not dependent on he yields:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Dαξ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ω)
≤
∑
1≤|s|≤|α|
∑
p(α,s)
cprod (α, s)
|α|∏
j=1
(
h
|`j|
e
)kj
(8)
where:
cprod (α, s) =
|s|!α!
w|s|+1
|α|∏
j=1
c
kj
w
kj ! (`l!)
kj
Finally, noting that:
|α|∏
j=1
(
h
|`j |
e
)kj
= h
( |α|∑
j=1
kj |`j |
)
e
and that by construction of p(α, s):
|α|∑
j=1
kj |`j | = |α|
Inequality (8) becomes: ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Dαξ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤
∑
1≤|s|≤|α|
∑
p(α,s)
cprod (α, s)h
|α|
e
and the result of Lemma 5.1 follows directly, where cinv =
∑
1≤|s|≤|α|
∑
p(α,s)
cprod (α, s).
Theorem 5.2. Let us assume there exists a constant Cproj such that:∣∣∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ Cprojh|α|e ∀α : |α| = k, k ≤ p+ 1 (9)
Then, there exists a constant Cgrad = Cgrad(Cproj , p) such that:∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cgradhke∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξw∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cgradhke
Proof. We immediately recognize that since w = (x˜e)d+1, the inequality∣∣∣∣Dαξ w∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ Cprojhke (10)
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holds by definition. It remains then to show that the bounds on the derivatives of the projective
mapping x˜e imply bounds on the derivatives of the physical mapping xe. We begin by writing the
derivative Dαξ xe by the multi-variate product rule as:
Dαξ xe = D
α
ξ
(
x˜e
w
)
=
∑
k∈Iα
(
α
k
)
Dα−kξ (x˜e)D
k
ξ
(
1
w
)
(11)
Then, from Eq. (10) and Theorem 5.1, it is readily seen that:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Dαξ ( 1w
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ cinvh|α|e ∀ α : |α| = k
Taking this result, along with Eq. (9), and substituting into Eq. (11) yields:∣∣∣∣Dαξ xe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ ∑
k∈Iα
(
α
k
)
Cprojh
|α|−|k|
e cinvh
|k|
e
which reduces immediately to:∣∣∣∣Dαξ xe∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ Cprojcinvh|α|e ∀ α : |α| = k (12)
Finally, we recognize that if Eq. (10) and Eq. (12) hold for every derivative of order k, then there
exists some Cgrad = Cgrad (Cproj , cinv) such that:∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξw∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cgradhke∣∣∣∣∣∣∇kξxe∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cgradhke
which are exactly the results of Theorem 5.2 that we set out to prove.
Theorem II. For a rational Bernstein–Be´zier element Ωe of degree p, let the following condi-
tions hold:
Cond. (II.1) There exists a constant Cmax such that:∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cmax
Cond. (II.2) There exists a constant Cproj such that:∣∣∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ Cprojh|α|e ∀α : |α| ≤ p+ 1
Cond. (II.3) There exists a constant Cweight such that:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ Cweight
Then, there exists a constant C only dependent on the element through Cmax, Cproj, Cweight,
σe, and p such that, for all u ∈ Hp+1(Ωe), there is an approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe) if
Ωe is a simplicial element or uh ∈ Shp(Ωe) if Ωe is a tensor product element satisfying:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ Chp+1e ‖u‖Hp+1(Ωe)
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Proof. From Theorem I, we immediately see that if Cond. (II.1) holds, then Cdet ≤ Cmax. Next, if
Cond. (II.2) holds, we can bound Cvar using the results of Theorem 5.2 by:
Cvar(xe, w, u) ≤
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
αj,k(xe)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
(
Cgradh
p+1−k
e
hp+1−ke
)
|u|Hj(Ωe)
wherein:
αj,k(xe) ≤
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
(
Cgradhe
he
)i1 (Cgradh2e
h2e
)i2
...
(
Cgradh
k
e
hke
)ik
which reduces immediately to:
Cvar(xe, w, u) ≤ Cgrad
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
Cjgrad|u|Hj(Ωe)
If Cond. (II.3) holds, we have that:
Cvar(xe, w, u) ≤ CgradCweight
p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
Cjgrad|u|Hj(Ωe)
and since |u|Hj(Ωe) ≤ ‖u‖Hp+1(Ωe) for all j ≤ p+ 1, it follows that:
Cvar(xe, w, u) ≤
CgradCweight p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
Cjgrad
 ‖u‖Hp+1(Ωe)
Thus, by Theorem 1 and the above bounds, we arrive at the results of Theorem II, wherein
C = CshapeCmax
CgradCweight p+1∑
k=0
k∑
j=0
∑
i1+i2+...+ik=j
i1+2i2+...+kik=k
Cjgrad

is the desired constant.
Now let M = {Mi}Mi=1 be a family of rational Bernstein–Be´zier meshes of the same polynomial
degree p. We say that M is a shape regular family if the following two conditions hold:
Cond. (R.1) Each element Ωe of each mesh Mi in the family M satisfies Cond. (II.1), Cond.
(II.2), and Cond. (II.3) of Theorem II with the same constants Cmax, Cproj , and Cweight.
Cond. (R.2) The linear shape regularity σe = he/ρe for each element Ωe of each mesh Mi in the
family M is bounded uniformly from above by a constant σ0.
Then, by Theorem II, there exists a universal constant C such that for each element Ωe of each
meshMi in the family M and for all u ∈ Hp+1(Ωe), there is an approximation function uh ∈ Shp (Ωe)
if Ωe is a simplicial element or uh ∈ Shp(Ωe) if Ωe is a tensor product element satisfying:
||u− uh||L2(Ωe) ≤ Chp+1e ‖u‖Hp+1(Ωe)
That is, the constant C is the same for every element of every mesh in the family.
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6 Distortion Metrics for Rational Bernstein–Be´zier Elements
Given the historical role of shape regularity in establishing suitable element metrics for linear
finite element meshes, our new definition of shape regularity is an appropriate launching point for
constructing element metrics for rational Bernstein–Be´zier meshes. In particular, our definition
inspires the following new distortion metrics for a rational Bernstein–Be´zier element:
Distortion Metric 1: The inverse scaled Jacobian metric:∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
Distortion Metric 2: The scaled derivative metric of order α:
h−|α|e
∣∣∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ)
Distortion Metric 3: The inverse weighting metric:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
All of the above are truly distortion metrics in that they grow in size as an element is distorted.
Each metric additionally depends on the shape of a curvilinear element but not its size. However,
the above metrics are neither easy nor cheap to compute since they involve finding maxima of
quantities such as the determinant Jacobian over the reference element. One could approximate
the three distortion metrics by replacing the L∞-norms appearing in their definition with maxima
over a finite set of points, for example:∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≈ max
i=1,...,nsample
| det∇ξxe(ξi)|1/2
but to ensure that such approximations are reasonable, one should also obtain rigorous upper
bounds on the size of the distortion metrics. Consequently, we next turn to the problem of estab-
lishing computable upper bounds for our three new distortion metrics. The inverse weighting
metric is trivially bounded above by one over the smallest weight, that is:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1w
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤ 1
minj∈I wj
However, establishing computable bounds for the inverse scaled Jacobian metric and the scaled
derivative metrics is not a trivial task. It should be noted before proceeding that our new metrics
as well as the upper bounds established in this section not only apply to rational Bernstein–Be´zier
meshes but also standard isoparametric finite element meshes by taking the weighting function to
be equal to one.
6.1 Computable Bounds on the Jacobian Determinant
We begin by establishing computable upper bounds for the inverse scaled Jacobian metric. As
previously mentioned, efficient algorithms have been proposed for bounding the Jacobian determi-
nant of polynomial elements [22], but no such bounds have been proposed for rational elements.
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We do note, however, that for every rational element Ωe ⊂ Rd, there is a corresponding projec-
tive element Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1 that is defined a polynomial mapping. Naturally then, we seek a way to
compute the Jacobian determinant of the physical element in terms of the projective element.
For an element in Rd the differential d-form ω is given by the dth external product of the directional
derivatives of ∇ξxe. That is:
ω =
∂xe
∂ξ1
∧ ... ∧ ∂xe
∂ξd
where ∧ denotes the wedge product. For elements in R2 this yields a 2-form, which is a differential
area dA, and for elements in R3 this yields a 3-form, which is a differential volume element dV .
The Jacobian determinant then, is simply the Hodge dual of ω, viz:
det [∇ξxe] = ∗ (ω)
where ∗(·) is the Hodge star operator. For Rd, the Hodge star operator denotes the duality between
k-forms and (d−k)-forms. For elements in Rd, ω is a d-form, and as such, ∗(ω) is a 0-form, which is
a scalar. Geometrically, the Jacobian determinant gives the area of 2-forms in R2, and the volume
of 3-forms in R3.
For projective elements in Rd+1, we can define the differential d-form ω˜ as:
ω˜ =
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
∧ ... ∧ ∂x˜e
∂ξd
As with the physical element, this yields area elements dA when d = 2 and volume elements dV
when d = 3. For projective elements however, the d-form is defined in the d+ 1 dimensional vector
space Rd+1. As such, the Hodge dual of d-forms in Rd+1 are 1-forms, which are simply vectors.
We illustrate these concepts for a rational Bernstein–Be´zier triangle, shown in Fig. 7. The 2-
form for the physical element is visualized by the blue parallelogram, and the Hodge dual of the
2-form gives the area of the parallelogram. The 2-form for the projective element is shown by the
yellow parallelogram, and the Hodge dual of the 2-form is the corresponding normal vector, and
this relation is denoted:
N = ∗
(
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
∧ ∂x˜e
∂ξ2
)
=
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
× ∂x˜e
∂ξ2
We take care to note that this vector N is not a unit normal. Rather, the magnitude of N is equal
to the area of the corresponding 2-form.
Visualizing the differential forms for volumetric elements becomes untenable, as the projective
elements are embedded in R4. However, for an arbitrary element in Rd+1, we can write the vector
N as:
N (ξ) =
d+1∑
i=1
(−1)d+1+iMiei
wherein the minor Mi is the determinant of the d×d matrix formed by deleting the ith row of∇ξx˜e.
Additionally, let x = xe (ξ) denote a coordinate on the physical element, and let x˜ = x˜e (ξ) denote
the corresponding coordinate on the projective element. With this nomenclature established, we
can present bounds on det [∇ξxe] in terms of the polynomial mapping x˜e.
Theorem 6.1. For any rational Bernstein–Be´zier element, the Jacobian determinant can be cal-
culated by:
det [∇ξxe] = N (ξ) · x˜e (ξ)
wd+1
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x2
w
x1
fx1
Figure 7: Differential 2-forms on a physical element and a projective element.
Proof. First, let us denote the first d components of the mapping x˜e as
[
x˜e
]
d
. We then recognize
that we desire to calculate the determinant of the matrix:
det [∇ξxe] = det
[
∇ξ
([
x˜e
]
d
w
)]
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By the quotient rule we have:
det [∇ξxe] = det
[
1
w
[
∇ξ
[
x˜e
]
d
− x[∇ξw]T
]]
and, because for any given ξ ∈ Ωˆ, w is some positive constant, we can factor out the weighting
function to write:
det [∇ξxe] = 1
wd
det
[
∇ξ
[
x˜e
]
d
− x[∇ξw]T
]
(13)
Then, by Eq. 6.1 we can write the vector N as:
N (ξ) =
d+1∑
i=1
(−1)d+1+iMiei
and as a result, we can write the dot product N · x as:
N · x =
d+1∑
i=1
(−1)d+1+iMixi = det
 ∇ξ[x˜e]d x
∇ξw 1

which in turn can be written as:
N · x = det
 ∇ξ[x˜e]d x
∇ξw 1
 = det[∇ξ[x˜e]d − x[∇ξw]T
]
(14)
Then, recognizing that N · x = N · x˜
w
, and substituting the results of Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we
get
det [∇ξxe] = 1
wd
N · x˜
w
from which the results of Theorem 6.1 follow immediately.
Conceptually, Theorem 6.1 can be thought of as projecting the vector N onto the w = 1 plane
along the vector x˜, scaled by wd+1. Alternatively, det [∇ξxe] this can be thought of as the apparent
magnitude of ω˜ as seen by an oberver at the origin. Either way, we recognize that we can compute
the Jacobian determinant as the dot product of two vectors, normalized by the weighting function.
Note that for a rational Bernstein–Be´zier element of degree p in Rd, both x˜ and N will be vectors
in Rd+1. It is readily seen that the vector x˜ can be written in Bernstein–Be´zier form, as the
control points P˜i are known. However, we note that the equation for the surface normal N = N(ξ)
can also be written in Bernstein–Be´zier form. It remains to present a method for calculating the
Be´zier coefficients for the surface normal. We present formulas for these coefficients for simplicial
Bernstein–Be´zier elements in Theorem 6.2 and for tensor product elements in Theorem 6.3.
We begin by considering simplicial elements. Let {Bp′k }k∈Ip′ denote the set of simplicial Bernstein
polynomials of degree p′ = d (p− 1), and let {Nk}k∈Ip′ denote the set of Be´zier coefficients for the
vector N. Then, for a simplicial element in projective space we can write N (ξ) in Bernstein–Be´zier
form as:
N (ξ) =
∑
k∈Ip′
Bp
′
k Nk ∀ ξ ∈ Ωˆ
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wherein Ip
′
denotes the index set over the simplicial Bernstein polynomials of degree p′. Then, let
us denote a d-tuple of multi-indices as I = {i1, ..., id}, and let us we define the set Ip
′
k as:
I
p′
k :=
I = {ij}dj=1 : ij ∈ Ip−1,
d∑
j=1
ij = k

Finally, let us denote the set of difference vectors in the ξj direction as {∆P˜ij}ij∈Ip−ej , where we
define ∆P˜ij as:
∆P˜ij = P˜i+ej − P˜i
Theorem 6.2. For a simplicial Bernstein–Be´zier element of degree p in projective space, with
projective control points {P˜i}i∈Ip, the Be´zier coefficients {Nk}k∈I′ for the vector N can be calculated
as:
Nk = ∗
 ∑
I∈Ip′k
ηk (I)
(
∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧∆P˜id
) (15)
wherein the coefficient ηk (I) is defined to be:
ηk (I) =
pd
(
p−1
i1
)
...
(
p−1
id
)(
p′
k
)
Proof. We first recognize that a projective Be´zier element is a d-manifold with codimension 1, and
as such the surface normal can be found as the Hodge dual of the wedge product of the parametric
derivatives, viz:
N = ∗
(
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
∧ ... ∧ ∂x˜e
∂ξd
)
(16)
Note that when d = 2, this is simply the cross product, but the above notation holds for arbitrary
d. Now, recognizing that the partial derivative with respect to the jth parametric coordinate can
be found as:
∂x˜e
∂ξj
= p
∑
ij∈Ip−1
Bp−1ij ∆P˜ij
we rewrite Eq. (16) as:
N = ∗
p ∑
i1∈Ip−1
Bp−1i1 ∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧ p
∑
id∈Ip−1
Bp−1id ∆P˜id

and since the distributive property holds, we can rearrange to yield:
N = ∗
pd ∑
i1∈Ip−1
...
∑
id∈Ip−1
Bp−1i1 ...B
p−1
id
∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧∆P˜id

Now, recognizing that we can write the product of the Bernstein basis functions as:
Bp−1i1 ...B
p−1
id
=
(
p−1
i1
)
...
(
p−1
id
)(
p′
k
) Bp′k
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we arrive at:
N = ∗
pd ∑
i1∈Ip−1
...
∑
id∈Ip−1
(
p−1
i1
)
...
(
p−1
id
)(
p′
k
) Bp′k ∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧∆P˜id

Finally, rearranging the order of summation, we get:
N = ∗
∑
k∈Ip′
Bp
′
k
∑
I∈Ip′k
pd
(
p−1
i1
)
...
(
p−1
id
)(
p′
k
) ∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧∆P˜id

From which Eq. (15) immediately follows.
We can now derive similar results for tensor product elements. Let {Bp′k }k∈Ip′ denote the set of
tensor product Bernstein polynomials of degree p′ = dp − 1, and let {Nk}k∈Ip′ denote the set of
Be´zier coefficients for the vector N . Then, for a tensor product element in projective space we can
write N (ξ) in Bernstein–Be´zier form as:
N(ξ) =
∑
k∈Ip′
Bp
′
k Nk ∀ ξ ∈ Ωˆ
Now, let us denote a d-tuple of multi-indices as I = {i1, ..., id}. Then, we define the set of d-tuples
I
p′
k as:
I
p′
k :=
I = {ij}dj=1 : ij ∈ Ip−ej ,
d∑
j=1
ij = k

wherein Ip
′
denotes the index set over the tensor product Bernstein polynomials of degree p′. As
before, let {∆P˜ij}ij∈Ip−ej denote the set of difference vectors in the ξj direction.
Theorem 6.3. For a tensor product Bernstein–Be´zier element of degree p in projective space,
with projective control points {P˜i}i∈Ip, the Be´zier coefficients {Nk}k∈I′ for the vector N can be
calculated as:
Nk = ∗
 ∑
I∈Ip′k
ηk (I)
(
∆P˜i1 ∧ ... ∧∆P˜id
) (17)
wherein the coefficient ηk (I) is defined to be:
ηk (I) =
p1
(
p−e1
i1
)
...pd
(
p−ed
id
)(
p′
k
)
Proof. The proof follows the proof for simplicial elements almost exactly. We simply recognize that
jth directional derivative for a tensor product element is:
∂x˜e
∂ξj
= pj
∑
ij∈Ip−ej
B
p−ej
ij
∆P˜ij
and that the product of tensor product Bernstein polynomials can be written as:
Bp−e1i1 ...B
p−ed
id
=
(
p−e1
i1
)
...
(
p−ed
id
)(
p′
k
) Bp′k
Then, using these identities along with Eq. (16), Eq. (17) can be readily obtained.
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Theorem III. Let Ωe ⊂ Rd be a rational Bernstein–Be´zier element in physical space with
corresponding rational element in projective space Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1. Then, letting {P˜i}i∈I denote
the projective control points, and letting {Nk}k∈I′ denote the Be´zier coefficients for the normal
vector N, the inverse scaled Jacobian metric is bounded from above by:
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
≤
maxj∈I wj
min
j∈I
wj
d+1

max
i∈I
k∈I′
Nk · P˜i
min
i∈I
k∈I′
Nk · P˜i

Proof. From Theorem 6.1, we recognize that det [∇ξxe] is given by:
det [∇ξxe] = N · x˜
wd+1
From this, we can rewrite det [∇ξxe] explicitly in terms of the Bernstein basis polynomials as:
det [∇ξxe] = 1(∑
j∈I
Bjwj
)d+1 ∑
i∈I
∑
k∈I′
BkBiNk · P˜i
Then, because the Bernstein basis polynomials satisfy positivity and partition of unity, we can
bound the magnitude of the Jacobian determinant by:
min
i∈I
k∈I′
Nk · P˜i
(
max
i∈I
wi
)d+1 ≤ |det [∇xe]| ≤
max
i∈I
k∈I′
Nk · P˜i
(
min
i∈I
wi
)d+1 (18)
Finally, recognizing that the equation for the inverse scaled Jacobian metric can be equivalently
written: ∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣det∇ξxe−1/2∣∣∣∣∣∣
L∞(Ωˆ)
=
supξ∈Ωˆ |det [∇ξxe]|
inf
ξ∈Ωˆ
|det [∇ξxe]|

1/2
we use the results of Eq. (18) to arrive at the results of Theorem III.
6.2 Computable Bounds on Derivatives of the Mapping xe
With a method for calculating bounds on the Jacobian determinant established, we turn our at-
tention to computing bounds for higher-order derivatives so that we can bound the scaled derivative
metrics. Compared to bounds on the Jacobian determinant, bounds on the higher-order deriva-
tives are relatively easy to derive. These bounds are presented below in the proof for Theorems
IVa and b. With these bounds established, we have succeeded in establishing a set of computable
bounds on the three element distortion metrics proposed at the beginning of this section for rational
Bernstein–Be´zier elements.
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Theorem IVa. Let us denote the projective control points of a simplicial Bernstein–Be´zier
element of degree p as {P˜i}i∈Ip. Then, the αth partial derivative of the mapping x˜e is bounded
by: ∣∣∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ p!(p− |α|)! maxi∈Ip−|α|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Moreover, if the αth partial derivative of the mapping x˜e is zero, then:
max
i∈Ip−|α|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
Proof. Consider a simplicial Bernstein–Be´zier element in projective space, Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1 defined by
control points {P˜i}i∈Ip . We recognize that the derivatives of Bernstein polynomials are themselves
Bernstein polynomials of a lower degree [28]. Thus, we can recursively take the derivative of the
mapping x˜e, which yields the following equation for the α
th partial derivative:
Dαξ x˜e =
p!
(p− |α|)!
∑
i∈Ip−|α|
Bp−|α|i (ξ) ∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j

Note, we take care to emphasize that the above sum over j ∈ Iα is a sum over a tensor product
index set. This is a consequence of the fact that the partial derivative ∇α has an inherently tensor
product nature. Then, because the Bernstein polynomials satisfy positivity and partition of unity,
the desired bound is obtained. Now suppose that the αth partial derivative of x˜e is zero. As the
basis functions B
p−|α|
i (ξ) are linearly independent, all the coefficients in the above expansion for
Dαξ x˜e must be zero, and hence so is the coefficient of maximum magnitude.
Theorem IVb. Let us denote the projective control points of a tensor product Bernstein–
Be´zier element of degree p as {P˜i}i∈Ip. Then, the αth partial derivative of the mapping x˜e is
bounded by: ∣∣∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣∣∣L∞(Ωˆ) ≤ p!(p−α)! maxi∈Ip−α
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Moreover, if the αth partial derivative of the mapping x˜e is zero, then:
max
i∈Ip−α
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0
Proof. Consider a tensor product Bernstein–Be´zier element in projective space, Ω˜e ⊂ Rd+1 defined
by control points {P˜i}i∈Ip . As before, we write the derivatives of the Bernstein polynomials as
Bernstein polynomials of lower degree. This yields the following equation for the αth partial
derivative of the mapping x˜e:
Dαξ x˜e =
p!
(p−α)!
∑
i∈Ip−α
Bp−αi (ξ) ∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j

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Then, because the Bernstein polynomials satisfy positivity and partition of unity, the desired bound
is obtained. Now suppose that the αth partial derivative of x˜e is zero. As the basis functions
Bp−αi (ξ) are linearly independent, all the coefficients in the above expansion for D
α
ξ x˜e must be
zero, and hence so is the coefficient of maximum magnitude.
With the relevant theory established, we now demonstrate a particularly convenient property of
the bounds presented in Theorem IVa and Theorem IVb. First, let us consider the case of finding
the higher-order derivatives of a cubic Bernstein–Be´zier triangle. Table 2 shows the bounding
expressions for several derivatives of the mapping xe. We see that the bounds on the first derivative
can be found by evaluating the expression:∣∣∣3P˜i+{1,0} − 3P˜i∣∣∣ = 3 ∣∣∣P˜i+{1,0} − P˜i∣∣∣
at the points P˜i ∈
{
P˜{0,0}, P˜{1,0}, P˜{2,0}, P˜{0,1}, P˜{1,1}, P˜{0,2}
}
. Similarly, the bound on the second
derivative is found by evaluating:∣∣∣6P˜i+{2,0} − 12P˜i+{1,0} + 6P˜i+{0,0}∣∣∣ = 6 ∣∣∣(P˜i+{2,0} − P˜i+{1,0})− (P˜i+{1,0} − P˜i+{0,0})∣∣∣
at the points P˜i ∈
{
P˜{1,0}, P˜{1,0}, P˜{0,1}
}
. Then, we note that for a simplicial element of degree
p, all partial derivatives of order |α| = p will be constant across the element. As such, the third
derivative for a cubic Bernstein–Be´zier triangle can be calculated analytically by the expression:∣∣∣6P˜{3,0} − 18P˜{2,0} + 18P˜{1,0} − 6P˜{0,0}∣∣∣ =
6
∣∣∣((P˜i+{3,0} − P˜i+{2,0})− (P˜i+{2,0} − P˜i+{1,0}))− ((P˜i+{2,0} − P˜i+{1,0})− (P˜i+{1,0} − P˜i+{0,0}))∣∣∣
From the above, it is apparent that bounds on the derivatives of Bernstein–Be´zier elements can
be calculated using a finite difference stencil involving the projective control points. To illustrate
this notion, Table 3 shows finite difference stencils for each of the derivatives shown in Table 2. We
then show this stencil applied to the control points of the element, as well as the resulting Be´zier
coefficients for the derivative, shown as vectors on the reference element.
For clarity, we have shown a non-rational cubic Be´zier triangle in R2, but the concepts extends
readily to elements in projective space. We have also included the explicitly calculated stencils for
a variety of elements in Appendix A. This is not an exhaustive list, but we note that the results of
Section 6 can be used to calculate stencils for any simplicial or tensor product Bernstein–Be´zier
element.
7 Numerical Examples
In this section, we present several numerical examples to demonstrate how our element distor-
tion metrics may be used in practice. Our goals are twofold. First, we desire to confirm our
approximation results for shape regular refinements. That is, we want to demonstrate that a shape
regular family of Bernstein–Be´zier meshes exhibits optimal convergence rates. Second, we wish to
demonstrate how the element distortion metrics presented here can be used for mesh optimization.
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Table 2: Bounds on the derivatives of a cubic Bernstein–Be´zier triangle.
Derivative Bound
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
≤ max
i∈Ip−1
∣∣∣3P˜i+{1,0} − 3P˜i∣∣∣
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
≤ max
i∈Ip−2
∣∣∣6P˜i+{2,0} − 12P˜i+{1,0} + 6P˜i+{0,0}∣∣∣
∂3x˜e
∂ξ31
=
∣∣∣6P˜{3,0} − 18P˜{2,0} + 18P˜{1,0} − 6P˜{0,0}∣∣∣
We provide four examples to benchmark our methods. First, we consider a simple rectangular
plate, meshed with distorted polynomial elements, to study the effect of control point distor-
tion under h-refinement. Next, we consider a plate with a hole, meshed with distorted rational
elements, to examine the effect of weighting function distortion under h-refinement. We then con-
sider a quarter annulus, meshed with rational elements, under p-refinement, and conclude with an
example of how our metrics may be used for mesh optimization.
The examples considered here are relatively simple, but they still demonstrate that poorly shaped
elements can have appreciable impacts on solution accuracy. We also note that the examples shown
here are constrained to the two dimensional case, as this allows for clear and easy visualization of
element shape. However, the implications of these 2D results extend immediately to elements in
three dimensions.
7.1 Manufactured Solution on a Rectangular Plate
To demonstrate the use of our validity metrics, we begin by considering several different meshes
of a rectangular plate. To account for both tensor product and simplicial elements, we consider
both quadrilateral and triangular meshes. The triangular meshes are formed by simply bisecting
each element in the quadrilateral mesh. For both types of elements, we construct an initial mesh,
and then create three families of refined meshes.
The initial curvilinear mesh is created by first creating a linear quadrilateral mesh, and degree
elevating to non-rational bi-cubic Be´zier quadrilaterals. Then, for each element, we horizontally
perturb the middle two rows of control points,
{
P{i1,i2}
}
i1={0,1,2,3},i2={1,2} by some distance:
dPi = (−1)i2 2a
(4m)7/4
a− ∣∣(Pi)x1∣∣
a
(21)
wherein m denotes the mth mesh in the family, with m = 1 being the first mesh.
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Table 3: Example of finding the Be´zier coefficients for several different derivatives using a stencil.
Derivative Stencil
Stencils Applied to the
Physical Triangle
Be´zier
Coefficients of
the Derivative
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
−3 3
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
6 −12 6
∂3x˜e
∂ξ31
−6 18 −18 6
Then, for both the quadrilateral and triangular mesh, we create the three families of refined
meshes as follows. The first family of meshes, shown in Table 4, is created by simple uniform
subdivision of the original mesh. To create the second family of meshes, shown in Table 5, we
first perform uniform subdivision on the original linear mesh. We then create the mth curvilinear
mesh in the family by degree elevation and again perturbing the interior control points using the
prescription given by Eq. (21). The final family of meshes, shown in Table 6, is created analogously
to the second family, but the perturbation distance is instead given by the equation:
dPi = (−1)i2 8a
(4m)3
a− ∣∣(Pi)x1∣∣
a
With these three families of meshes established for both the quadrilateral and triangular case, we
use the method of manufactured solutions to study approximation error in each family of meshes.
However, when solving partial differential equations (PDEs) using finite elements, error can be
introduced not only by the element shape, but also by the choice of finite element method (e.g.
Galerkin’s method). As such, over each family of meshes, we solve two problems, an L2 projection
problem and the Poisson problem. We solve the L2 projection over the mesh so that we may
isolate the effect of element shape on approximation error. We then consider the Poisson problem
so as to consider an example with practical engineering applications. Given the domain Ω, let f
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denote a forcing function and let h denote a flux across the boundary Γh. Then, letting Sh and
Vh denote the spaces of trial solutions (satisfying some prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions)
and test functions (satisfying homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions) respectively, the Poisson
problem consists of finding a discrete solution uh ∈ Sh such that for all vh ∈Vh :∫
Ω
∇vh ·∇uhdΩ =
∫
Ω
vhfdΩ +
∫
Γh
vhhdΓ
For both cases, we attempt to approximate the manufactured solution
u (x) = (x1 − a)(x2 − b) cos
(x2
2a
pi
)
sin
(x2
b
pi
)
wherein a and b are the half-width and half-height of the plate centered at the origin. To study
the approximation error, we examine the convergence rate of the error ||u − uh|| in the L2 norm
for both the L2 projection and Poisson problems over each family of meshes. Fig. 8 shows error
convergence plots for the three families of quadrilateral meshes, and Fig. 9 shows convergence plots
for the three families of triangular meshes.
From the convergence plots, we see that in all cases the solution error for problems solved over the
first and second family of meshes are converging as expected. However, the error for the problems
over the third family of meshes is converging at a less than optimal rate for both the quadrilateral
and triangular meshes. To gain insight into this, we look to the distortion metrics for each mesh
family. Fig. 10 shows distortion metrics for each family of quadrilateral meshes, and Fig. 11 shows
distortion metrics for each family of triangular meshes.
From Fig. 10a, we see that the minimum scaled Jacobian is bounded from below for every
quadrilateral mesh family, and that in each case JS → 1 under mesh refinement. Furthermore,
we note that JS is larger for the third family of meshes (irregular refinements) than it is for the
first family (uniform refinements). Similar behavior is also observed for the scaled Jacobian of the
triangular meshes, shown in Fig. 11a. At first blush, these observations seems contradictory, as in
both cases, the first family converges as expected, while the third does not.
Table 4: Mesh Family 1 for the Rectangular Plate Manufactured Solution.
m Quadrilaterals Triangles
1
2
3
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Table 5: Mesh Family 2 for the Rectangular Plate Manufactured Solution.
m Quadrilaterals Triangles
1
2
3
Table 6: Mesh Family 3 for the Rectangular Plate Manufactured Solution.
m Quadrilaterals Triangles
1
2
3
The cause of the slowed convergence rates can be explained by instead looking at the norms of
the higher-order derivatives, shown in Fig. 10b-d for the quadrilateral case, and Fig. 11b-d for the
triangular case. For each plot, we show the lowest upper bound on the derivatives Dαξ x˜e of order
|α| = k across the entire mesh. That is, for each k ≤ p, we plot the value of ∇kmax, where:
∇kmax = max
e=1,...,nel
max
|α|=k
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣
From Fig. 10d, it is readily seen that the cause of the slowed convergence for the third family of
quadrilateral meshes is the fact that ||∇3xe||L∞(Ωˆ) is converging at approximately O(h2), whereas
Cond. (I.2) requires that it converge at O(h3).
These results serve to highlight how sensitive convergence rates for higher-order elements can be,
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Figure 8: Convergence plots for the quadrilateral meshes for the rectangular plate manufactured
solution. (a) L2 norm of the error for the L2 projection problem. (b) L2 norm of the error for
Poisson’s problem.
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Figure 9: Convergence plots for the triangular meshes for the rectangular plate manufactured
solution. (a) L2 norm of the error for the L2 projection problem. (b) L2 norm of the error for
Poisson’s problem.
and to motivate utility of the distortion metrics developed in this work. Indeed, from the Jacobian
metrics shown in Fig. 10a and Fig. 11a, as well as visual inspection of the meshes, one might be
tempted to draw the conclusion that all three families should preserve optimal convergence rates,
even though we have observed that this is clearly not the case.
7.2 Manufactured Solution on a Plate with a Hole
In the previous example, we examined the effect of element shape distortion on approximation
error by perturbing control points. In this example, we examine the effect of weighting function
distortion on the approximation error by perturbing control weights. We consider a mesh of a plate
with a hole, composed of cubic rational Bernstein–Be´zier triangles, shown in Table 7. We note that
since the hole in the plate is circular, we must use rational elements to capture the geometry exactly,
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Figure 10: Mesh distortion metrics for the quadrilateral meshes of the plate. (a) Minimum scaled
Jacobian. (b) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of the first derivatives. (c) Lowest upper
bound on the magnitude of the second derivatives. (d) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of
the third derivatives.
and as a result, the control weights corresponding to the points on the boundary will be non unity.
However, it remains to set the control weights for the interior points in the mesh. We consider two
possible methods of setting control weights for a series of meshes. The first method is to simply
set the weights on the circular boundary, to the appropriate values, and set all other weights to
one. Then, under mesh refinement, we perform uniform subdivision on both the control points,
and control weights As a result, the weighting function remains the same under mesh refinement.
The second option we consider here is to perform uniform subdivision on the control points, but
not the control weights. Instead, only control weights corresponding to points on the boundary are
updated during each refinement step, and all other control weights are set to one. Both of these
families of refined weighting functions are shown in Table 7.
With these two families established, we study their approximation accuracy using the method of
manufactured solutions. As before, we solve Poisson’s problem, with the manufactured solution:
u (x1, x2) = (x1 − a) (x1 + a) (x2 − a) (x2 + a)
(
r −
√
x21 + x
2
2
)
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Figure 11: Mesh distortion metrics for the triangular meshes of the plate. (a) Minimum scaled
Jacobian. (b) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of the first derivatives. (c) Lowest upper
bound on the magnitude of the second derivatives. (d) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of
the third derivatives.
wherein a is the half-width of the square plate and r is the radius of the hole, and the plate is
centered at the origin. Figure 12 shows the convergence rates of the L2 norm of the approximation
error over both mesh families
From our results, we see that the first family of meshes converges as expected, while the second
does not. Again, we examine the distortion metrics, shown in Fig. 13, to gain insight into the cause
of the stalled convergence for the second family of meshes. We immediately see that the higher-
order derivatives of the element-wise parametric mapping are not decaying to zero for the second
family of meshes. The reason for this can be observed from the plots of the weighting functions in
Table 7. Since only the weights lying on the circular boundary are being updated, the gradient of
the weighting function becomes increasingly sharp under refinement.
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7.3 Convergence Under p-refinement
Thus far, we have considered the effect of both control point distortion and control weight
distortion on approximation error for cubic Be´zier elements. We now consider the effect of mesh
parameterization on convergence under p-refinement. We consider the simple case of a quarter
annulus mesh with four rational bi-quadratic Bernstein–Be´zier quadrilaterals.
We consider two series of p-refined meshes. The first series is created by simple degree elevation
of the bi-quadratic mesh. The second series is created using a linear elastic analogy, how higher-
order meshes are typically created in practice [16, 26, 27]. For each level of refinement, we degree
elevate the underlying linear mesh to order p, and the geometry is recovered via edge replacement
[13]. Then, we solve a linear elasticity problem to update the positions of the interior nodes. The
two series of p-refined meshes with the Be´zier control nets are shown in Table 8.
Table 7: Meshes and families of weighting functions for the plate with a hole manufactured solution.
m Meshes Weight Family 1 Weight Family 2
1
2
3
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Figure 12: Convergence plots for the plate with a hole manufactured solution.
Table 8: Families of p-refined meshes of the quarter annulus.
p Family 1 Family 2
2
3
4
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Figure 13: Mesh distortion metrics for the triangular meshes of the plate. (a) Minimum scaled
Jacobian. (b) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of the first derivatives. (c) Lowest upper
bound on the magnitude of the second derivatives. (d) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of
the third derivatives.
As before, we solve Poisson’s problem, with the manufactured solution:
u (x1, x2) =
70 ln
(√
x21 + x
2
2/ri
)
− 200 ln
(√
x21 + x
2
2/ro
)
ln (ro/ri)
wherein ri and ro are the inner and outer radii of the quarter annulus. The convergence plots of
the L2 error with respect to the polynomial degree p are shown in Fig. 14. We notice immediately
that the first family of meshes exhibits exponential convergence, as is expected. The second family,
however, stagnates, even though the minimum scaled Jacobian remains well-behaved as seen in Fig.
15. The cause of this can be determined by observing the plots of the lowest upper bounds on the
magnitude of the higher-order derivatives of the element-wise parametric mapping with respect to
p, shown in Fig. 16. For the first family of meshes (Fig. 16a), we see that every derivative up
through order k = 10 is bounded from above. For the second family of meshes (Fig. 16b), we see
that for every level of p refinement, the magnitude of every derivative of order k ≤ p increases.
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Figure 14: Convergence in the L2 error under p-refinement.
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Figure 15: Scaled Jacobian metrics for the p-refined meshes of the quarter annulus.
7.4 Mesh Optimization
Thus far, we have used our mesh distortion metrics to explain sub-optimal convergence rates a
posteriori. However, we recognize that since the mathematical theory presented in this paper relate
theses mesh distortion metrics to error bounds, we should be able to use these metrics for a priori
mesh optimization. We consider again a plate with a hole, but now with small chamfers at the
corners of the plate.
We consider three families of meshes. In Family 1, we consider an initial coarse mesh, refined by
uniform subdivision. In Family 2, we create a new linear mesh at each refinement level m, enforcing
a maximum edge length hm of:
hm =
h1
2m−1
We then degree elevate, and recover the geometry through edge replacement. The mesh is then
smoothed using a linear elastic analogy. In Family 3, we begin with the same linear mesh at each
refinement step as with Family 2. However, rather than solve a linear elasticity problem to smooth
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Figure 16: Lowest upper bounds on the magnitude of the higher-order derivatives of the parametric
mapping for the p-refined meshes of the quarter annulus. The metrics for Family 1 are shown in
(a) and the metrics for Family 2 are shown in (b).
internal nodes, we instead seek to minimize the cost functional:
Cost =
nel∑
e=1
p∑
k=1
h−ke max|α|=k
sup
ξ∈Ωˆ
∣∣Dαξ x˜e∣∣
Note that the above cost functional involves a sum of order α scaled derivative metrics. We
further approximate the above cost functional using our computable bounds for the order α scaled
derivative metrics from Theorem IV, resulting in the modified cost functional:
Modified =
nel∑
e=1
p∑
k=1
h−ke max|α|=k
p!
(p− k)! maxi∈Ip−|α|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Iα
(−1)α+j
(
α
j
)
P˜i+j
∣∣∣∣∣∣
The resulting three families of meshes are shown in Table 9. Note that our new mesh optimization
procedure can be interpreted as a generalization of biharmonic mesh smoothing, which minimizes
a cost functional based on the second-derivatives of the parametric mapping [20].
There is visually little difference between the meshes of Family 2, generated using linear elastic
mesh smoothing, and the meshes of Family 3, generated using our new mesh optimization procedure.
To study the effect of linear elastic mesh smoothing and our new mesh optimization procedure on
the accuracy of a finite element approximation, we solve Poisson’s problem over each mesh family,
with the manufactured solution:
u (x1, x2) = (2a− c− x1 − x2) (2a− c− x1 + x2) (2a− c+ x1 − x2) (2a− c+ x1 + x2) ...
... (x1 − a) (x1 + a) (x2 − a) (x2 + a)
(
r −
√
x21 + x
2
2
)
wherein a is the plate half width, r is the radius of the hole, and c is the length of the chamfer.
We plot the convergence rate of the error in Fig. 17. From Fig. 17a, we see that both uniform
subdivision (Family 1) and our new mesh optimization procedure (Family 3) outperform linear
elastic smoothing (Family 2) in terms of convergence with respect to h. However, we note that the
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Table 9: Three mesh families for a plate with a hole and chamfered corners.
m Family 1 Family 2 Family 3
1
2
3
initial coarse mesh has small elements because of the chamfer. As such, the meshes in Family 1
become overly refined at the plate corners under uniform subdivision. If we instead plot solution
error with respect to system degrees of freedom, as done in Fig. 17b, we see that both Family 2
and Family 3 offer increased accuracy with respect to computational cost. Furthermore, we note
that Family 3 outperforms Family 2 in every case. We plot element distortion metrics for the three
families in Fig. 18. The obtained results are compelling, as they suggest that we may use our
element distortion metrics to effectively optimize higher-order meshes.
8 Conclusions
When we began this work, it was our belief that the current element metrics used in p-version
finite element and IGA were insufficient for generating high-quality curvilinear meshes. To this
end, we have not only developed a complete theory characterizing the effect of curvilinear mesh
distortion on the approximation properties of rational Bernstein–Be´zier elements, but have also
developed a suite of computable element distortion metrics based on this theory that are suitable
for use with modern meshing algorithms. However, while we are excited about the implications of
these results, we recognize there exist a large number of future research directions.
First, we note that the error bounds presented in Theorem I hold in the limit of mesh refinement.
As a result, these can be rather loose upper bounds on the error, particularly over coarse meshes.
As a further consequence of this, the conditions presented in Theorem II are sufficient but not
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Figure 17: Convergence plots of the error in the L2 norm. (a) Error versus mesh size. (b) Error
versus nodal degrees of freedom in the mesh. Here, “Uniform Refinement” denotes the results
associated with uniform refinement (Family 1), “LE Smoothing” denotes the results associated
with linear elastic mesh smoothing (Family 2), and “HO Smoothing” denotes the results associated
with our new mesh optimization procedure (Family 3).
necessary conditions to guarantee a rational Bernstein–Be´zier finite element discretization on a
curvilinear mesh will exhibit similar convergence rates as a finite element discretization over a
linear mesh. Thus, the element distortion metrics presented here are not always a good indicator
of the effect of element distortion on solution accuracy. For fluid flow simulations, boundary layer
meshes consisting of highly distorted elements near walls typically yield better results per degree
of freedom than their isotropic counterparts [31, 32]. We are curious to see if the error bounds here
can be sharpened, particularly if something is known a priori about the PDE to be solved.
Second, while our computable distortion metrics appear to have significant promise in the context
of mesh optimization, our implementation based on these metrics is not optimized for computational
efficiency, and we have not benchmarked our mesh optimization procedure on large problems. In
the future, we plan to study the performance of our new mesh optimization procedure both for
complex problems of engineering interest as well as on high performance computing platforms.
We are especially interested to compare the performance of our mesh optimization procedure with
state-of-the-art mesh optimization procedures, such as those in [18, 29, 35].
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Figure 18: Mesh distortion metrics for the triangular meshes of the plate with a hole and chamfers.
(a) Minimum scaled Jacobian. (b) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of the first derivatives.
(c) Lowest upper bound on the magnitude of the second derivatives. (d) Lowest upper bound on
the magnitude of the third derivatives. Here, “Uniform Refinement” denotes the results associated
with uniform refinement (Family 1), “LE Smoothing” denotes the results associated with linear
elastic mesh smoothing (Family 2), and “HO Smoothing” denotes the results associated with our
new mesh optimization procedure (Family 3).
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Appendices
A Stencils for Derivatives of Bernstein–Be´zier Elements
This appendix includes lookup tables for several common 2D Bernstein–Be´zier elements. Each
table contains stencils for every non-zero derivative over the respective element. Furthermore, the
nodes at which to apply the given stencil are shown on a reference element. We do not include
explicit stencils for 3D elements, as they are hard to visualize, but stencils for any 2D or 3D
simplicial or tensor product element can be derived using the equations derived previously in this
paper.
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Table 10: Partial derivative stencils for quadratic Bernstein–Be´zier triangles.
First Order Derivatives, |α| = 1
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
−2 2
∂x˜e
∂ξ2
−2
2
Second Order Derivatives, |α| = 2
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
2 −4 2
∂2x˜e
∂ξ22
2
−4
2
∂2x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ2
2
−2
−2
2
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Table 11: Partial derivative stencils for cubic Bernstein–Be´zier triangles.
First Order Derivatives, |α| = 1
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
−3 3
∂x˜e
∂ξ2
−3
3
Second Order Derivatives, |α| = 2
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
6 −12 6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ22
6
−12
6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ2
2
−2
−2
2
Third Order Derivatives, |α| = 3
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Triangle
∂3x˜e
∂ξ31
−6 18 −18 6
∂3x˜e
∂ξ32
−6
18
−18
6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21∂ξ2
−6
6
12
−12
−6
6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ22
−6
12
−6
6
−12
6
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Table 12: Partial derivative stencils for bi-quadratic Bernstein–Be´zier quadrilaterals.
First Order Derivatives, |α| = 1
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
−2 2
∂x˜e
∂ξ2
−2
2
Second Order Derivatives, |α| = 2
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
2 −4 2
∂2x˜e
∂ξ22
2
−4
2
∂2x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ2
4
−4
−4
4
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Table 13: Partial derivative stencils for bi-cubic Bernstein–Be´zier quadrilaterals.
First Order Derivatives, |α| = 1
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
∂x˜e
∂ξ1
−3 3
∂x˜e
∂ξ2
−3
3
Second Order Derivatives, |α| = 2
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
∂2x˜e
∂ξ21
6 −12 6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ22
6
−12
6
∂2x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ2
9
−9
−9
9
Third Order Derivatives, |α| = 3
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
Deriv. Stencil
Evaluation
Quadrilateral
∂3x˜e
∂ξ31
−6 18 −18 6
∂3x˜e
∂ξ32
−6
18
−18
6
∂3x˜e
∂ξ21∂ξ2
−18
18
36
−36
−18
18
∂3x˜e
∂ξ1∂ξ22
−18
36
−18
18
−36
18
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